GLASS TILE

Made exclusively for Daltile.

40 Standard Colors glossy & matte finishes, Terra texture

sunny yellow

electric yellow

florida orange

iron rust

code red

hot fudge

caramel candy

peanut butter

blue lagoon

twilight blue

ultimate blue

cobalt blue

ultra violet

grape juice

lilac spray

glacier white

whisper green

dry spice

jade bead

beryl green

serene green

turquoise gem

almost aqua

reef green

dinner mint

dessert wine

spring air

neon green

golf course

olive oil

marsh plant

nut brown

morning fog

bamboo stick

sand arena

army green

cyclone grey

coal seam

black swan

kinetic khaki

Reflections Glass Tiles are perfect for wall tiles for all interior, exterior and wet area installations
(including pools, water features and steam rooms/showers).
Custom colors and sizes are also available.

Sizes

Mosaics & Tile Assemblies

Reflections Glass Tiles are 6 mm (1/4”) thick. All facial
dimensions are nominal, available in sizes from 1/2”x6”
up to 16”x16” and 12”x24”.

Sizes from 1/2”x6” up to 2”x6” are normally provided as
mounted assemblies.
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Assemblies are available as sheets of solid colors
or as blends of selected colors. Color blends can be
randomly distributed or the colors can be specifically
placed to create patterns or gradations. Assemblies can
be ordered as back mounted (mesh) or face mounted
(clear film).

straight joint

shimmy

running bond

strut

random stagger

jive

Trim Pieces

16"

16"

6” & 8”
quarter round

2” x 6”
single bull nose

6” & 8”
cove

2” x 2”
double bull nose

Made to Order
Reflections Glass Tiles are custom made for your
order. Production lead times are typically about 3
weeks for orders of loose glass tiles and 4 weeks for
mosaics and assemblies.
www.reflectionsinglasstile.com
Variation in shade and color is inherent in all fired products and is
one of the natural qualities that defines the beauty of tile.

contact us at:
info@reflectionsinglasstile.com

Made in Canada.

800-667-1566
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